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be availability of Zircaloy clad power reactor fuel for the Winfrith prototype SGHWR some 1nont s 0nltgtes
,pe fuel loading schedule made it possible to do a comprehensive series of mock-up studies in the zero energy reactor
,nPLE. These studies provided a wide range of reactor physics data for safety and operational purposes and have generally
Ofirmed the calculational routes evolved during previous work with zero energy fuels while drawing attention to isolated
.as where more sophisticated methods may be justified when high accuracy is required, e.g. cross channel gradients near
Vectors and cross core tilts.
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The 100 MW(e) prototype steam generating heavy water
mactor (sGHwR) is in operation at the AEE, Winfrith.
Details of the reactor have been reported elsewhere'- 2 and
be physics study of a wide range of uniform and multi-zone
sGawR lattices has been described in Parts 1-3 in this
Joumal.3-5 This study was concluded with a mock-up of the
Prototype in the zero energy reactor DIMPLE using a large
proportion of the Zircaloy clad prototype fuel. A descrip-
ion of the aims and details of the mock-up experimental
Programme and the comparison of the results with theo-
retical predictions form the main topics of this Paper.

Early reactor physics studies of uniform scHwR lattices3

tade use of existing low enrichment U0 2 fuel provided for
Previous experimental programmes. This fuel suffered from
it: disadvantage of being in 356 or 712 mm lengths only

tnd thus introduced cluster end plate perturbations into the
Xtntral regions of the experimental cores. To avoid such

errturbations in later cores, tonne quantities of U02 and
PU0 2/UO2 fuels were made available in the form of de-
mountable pellets encapsulated in thin aluminium so that
0Dttinuous fuel clusters of any desired length could be

'Onstructed. Fuel of this latter type was used for all the
ICRWR experiments in DIMPLE and JmUO from 1964 onwards
Is described in Parts 1-3. On the grounds of economy, the

fuel cans and pressure tubes which are made from Zircaloy-2
in the prototype were constructed from aluminium for the
experimental cores. However, the thicknesses of the alu-
minium components were increased to match the calculated
thermal absorptions in the corresponding Zircaloy-2
components.

As a result of the above experiments it has been established
that the METHUSELAH-AIMAZ 6*7 method of calculation in-
corporated in the PATRARcH8 group of sGHWR design codes
can predict detailed reaction rates and power distributions
in complex multi-zone cores in the cold, clean, start of life
condition with good accuracy. Estimates of reactivity have
been shown to be optimistic by about 05/. but this trend is
consistent and can therefore be accounted for in calculations
for the prototype. In particular, this trend is invariant with
coolant density and the void coefficient is therefore well
predicted.4 The last series of experiments with demountable
type fuel involved the use of a single channel hot loop in
JUNo to study the variation with temperature of detailed
cluster reaction rates in U0 2 and PuO 2/U0 2 fuels up to the
full operating temperature of the prototype. The results of
these measurements are discussed in reference 5; they show
that the small discrepancies observed between measured
cluster mean reaction rates and the METHUSELAH it predic-
tions are not significantly increased by the rise in tempera-
ture. The total reactivity effect of these discrepancies on the
temperature deficit is less than 0 5y. and lies within the
experimental uncertainties.
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Fig. 1. Standard 68 channel unreflected core SGM1

Some months before starting the prototype fuel loading,
the bulk of the fuel was delivered to the AEE, Winfrith and
it became possible to make use of it for a series of check
physics 'measurements iD DIMPLE. These experiments started
in December 1966 anid were completed in April 1967. The
aims of the ptograrnme were as follows.

(a) To check that the reactor performance calculations
could account adequately for the differences between the
prototype fuel with Zircaloy-2 canning and stainless steel
cluster grids and the demountable fuel used for all pre-
ceding'stages of the experimental physics programme. In

. particular, the effects of these differences on reactivity,
, power distributions and void coefficient required con-

firmation.
(b) To provide information which was needed for the
interpretation of prototype physics experiments, but which
would have been inconvenient and/or time'consuming to
perform there, e.g. copper wires are used for on-load flux
distribution measurements in the prototype. Calibration
factors are required to convert the measured copper
activations into relative channel power and the determina-
tion of these factors required access to a limited number
of fuel pins.
(c) To measure power sharing in and adjacent to non-
standard fuel channels, e.g. highly rated channels and
natural U0 2 geometry channels, which were scheduled
to be' present in the prototype during its first two years of
operation.
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(d) To confirm the results of previous single chanzt
measurements of the temperature coefficient in ju>z
which had indicated that METHUSELAH overestimates tlt
magnitude of the coolant temperature coefficient in soner
lattices by 2-3 mNile/C. (One mNile= 105 Sk/k.)
(e) To provide a test of experimental techniques ald
equipment prior to their use on the prototype, e.g. pulsed
source and approach to critical.
In making use of prototype fuel in DIMPLE, it was el.

tremely important to ensure that its subsequent use under
power reactor conditions was not compromised in any wav
by its handling and use in DIMPLE. To this end, the responsiz
bility for fuel handling was vested in the sGHWR Operatior
Division and all the techniques and arrangements for fud
handling and for chemical control of other materials likehk
to come in contact with the fuel in DIMPLE were agreed Wits
that Division before being put into practice. On the con.
clusion of the DIMPLE programme, the fuel clusters used for
the physics experiments were chemically cleaned and in.
spected by representatives of the fuel manufacturers before
being transported to the prototype for the initial cort
loading. Apart from minor damage to one stainless sted
cluster grid which was rectified in situ in one day, no de-
terioration in the condition of the fuel was observed as a
result of its use in DIMPLE.

Typical results of the various measurements in DIMPU
are compared in this Paper with theoretical predictions based
on the METHUSELAH-AIMAZ method of calculation used fo r
the Winfrith saHwR core design. In this method, five group
constants from METHUJSELAH H cell calculations are condensed
to two groups for the AiMAZ core calculation in xy geometry
with two or four mesh lengths per cell side. The results d
this work and subsequent operating experience with the
prototype have confirmed the adequacy of this method d
calculation which is still in use for general planning purposed
However, more elaborate methods using a three-dimen-
sional neutron physics model with hydraulic coupling are
now used for detailed operational analysis. Check calcula.:
tions for a typical mock-up core in DIMPLE using similar,
methods are described and- show that three-dimensional
effects are unimportant in the interpretation of the zero
eniergy results presented in this Paper.

Description of mock-up cores In DIMPLE

DIMPLE is a Zero energy reactor with a 2-6 m dia. aluminium
core tank. Lattice plates may be fitted near the top and
bottomh of the core tank to support an array of calandria
tubes. For the mock-up experiments, an array of 68 channels
on a square pitch of 260 mm was provided (see Fig. I).

New pressure tubes were provided for this prograrr"
which had the same bore as those in the prototype reactor.
Aluminium rather than Zircaloy-2 was used for the pressurt
tubes because of economy, but the wall thickness was chose"l
so that the calculated total neutron absorption in the
DIMPLE pressure tubes was the same as that in the reactor.
The reactor is operated by controlling the level of the D20 I
moderator which fills the calandria, the maximum neutrOn
flux available being 5 x 108 n/cm2/s.

The basic fuel charge used in this programme consisted Of
68 of the elements provided for the first loading of the pa
totype. The enrichments available, 28 x 2.28%, 20 x 1.56"
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Fig. 2. SG1IWR prototype core plan

ind 20 x 1-24%, were initially arranged in a similar manner
to the planned arrangement for the prototype (see Figs I and
2) i.e. the two lower enrichments formed a central chess
3oard arrangement, with the higher enrichment in an outer
zone. This core filled the whole of the core tank but for some
ores in the programme the outer 16 calandria tubes were
moved leaving a 52 channel core surrounded by a radial

eflector 0-24 m thick (Fig. 3). These cores were required for
be study of power distribution across a reflected core. The
ross-section of a typical lattice cell is shown in Fig. 4 which
lso indicates the arrangement of fuel pins in a cluster. Other
tatures of these cores were an array of 61 interstitially placed
noderator displacement tubes which could-be either filled
vith D2 0 or empty, provision for installation of simulated
iquid shutdown tube and pencil loops, and provision of
hree elements (one at each of the standard enrichments)
'rom which representative fuel pins could be removed and
lisrnantled to enable foils to be irradiated inside the fuel
)ins. Coolant density variation was simulated by using a
nixture of D20 and H20 to simulate the effects of reduction
n water density. Changes in reactivity of up to 7 Niles were
'roduced by varying the concentration of dissolved boron-
o (' 0B) in the moderator from 0 to 7 ppm.
Leading core parameters are compared with parameters

or a typical SOHWR cell in Table I (where Yis volume). The

only differences in cell composition are those due to the
differences in pressure tube material and o.d. and to the
increased wall thickness of the moderator displacement
tubes. The experimental programme involved measurements
in 12 unreflected cores with 68 fuel channels arranged as
shown in Fig. 1, and 3 reflected cores with the 52 fuel
channels arranged shown in Fig. 3. These cores diffeied in
coolant composition, boron concentration in the moderator
and moderator temperature, and nominal values for each
core are tabulated in Table 2. Many experiments involved
minor alterations to.these cores such as replacement of a
standard fuel element by an experimental element, or the
loading of a pencil loop into an interstitial position. Such
changes are considered as variants of one of the basic cores
of Table 2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
The aims of the programme specified previously involved a
series of measurements of reactivity changes, power dis-
tributions and reaction rates, and experimental techniques
used were similar to those employed in the earlier parts of the
sOHWR experimental physics programme as described in
Parts 1-3.A 85 The emphasis in these mock-up experiments
was on the application of techniques proved during earlier
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Fig. 3. Standard 52 channel reflected mock-up core SCM 13/R

programmes to a core of-power reactor fuel elements
confirm that the differences in-detail between the pow

20 reactor lattice and the earlier experimental lattices did n
lead to any unexpected changes in the performance of ti

3a design and assessment calculations. The programme is di
cussed in terms of the following types of measurements

(a) determination of power distribution in both unifor,
cores and cores containing significant perturbations suc

14 as a group of voided moderator displacement tubes c
one or more fuel elements of different composition

r2 geometry or enrichment
(b) measurements of reactivity coefficients, i.e. voi

0 coefficient, boron coefficient, temperature coefficient
(c) calibration or checking of experimental techniques t

X be used in the prototype reactor, eg. calibration of centra
copper wire activity in terms of mean channel power
approach to critical experiment and pulsed Sourc.
reactivity measurement technique.

Power distribution measurements
One of the principal aims of the programme was to confirr
the accuracy of power distribution predictions in a series ol
cores simulating various features of reactor operation. The
technique used was to measure the uranium-235 (235)

fission rate in the centres of a number of representative
clusters, access being available for 6 mm fission chambers
in the centre of every element by removal of the flux scanning
wire guide tube. The relationship between the cluster centre
and cluster average fission rate was measured by irradiating
foils in each ring of fuel pins, to give a measured dip factor.'
Dip factor measurements were made in representative
positions in the core, and were used to validate the method
for calculating the variations of dip factors with coolant
density and enrichment for other channels where no dip
factor measurements were available. Measured or calculated
dip factors were then used as appropriate, to compare the
measured distributions of cluster centre fission rate with
calculated channel power variations.

Measurements of power distribution were made in seven
cores. The first measurements were made in unpoisoned
bare cores (SGMl and 3) which provided a link with earlier
experimental cores. These results also provided a test of the
representation of the core tank in the calculation, since the
outer boundary of the moderator strongly affects the power
in the outer zone. Measurements were also made in a similar
core, SGM7, which contained 6-9 ppm 10B in the moderator.
Representation of a reflected core was tested by measureC
ments in three cores, one of which used an unpoisoned
moderator (SGM 3(R), the others containing 4 9 ppm '°1 .
The programme covered the effect of moderator poison and
coolant density variation in bare and reflected cores and
provided a broad basis of measurements in unperturbed
cores.

Since the prototype reactor was planned to contain a high
proportion of non-standard experimental fuel elements, a
further aim of the DiMPLE. programme was to make measureC
ments of the fission rate in a number of non-standard cle-
ments and of the effect of various non-standard elements of
the overall core power distribution. In addition, measure-
ments were made of the axial peaking in clusters simulating
a segmented fuel design and of the rating to be expected inFig. 4. Cross-section of SGHWR fuel cluster and lattice cell
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-,i irradiated in the pencil loops. Since voiding of groups
j moderator displacement tubes provides a means of al-
tfing the power distribution, measurements were also made
{the effect of voiding either a central or an edge group of
ObMs. The cases in which measurements were made are listed

Table 3.

leasurements of reactivity coefficients and other reactivity
oanges
Confirmation of the accuracy of theoretical predictions of
.be void coefficient and boron coefficient was one of the
gain aims of the programme. In addition measurements
acre made of the reactivity changes produced by heating
te moderator to 80'C, and of the reactivity- worths of a
Onge of fuel elements and other components.
Two basic techniques were used. -To determine .the re-

ctivity worth of the changes from one core to another,
measurements were made of the axial buckling in each core.
A two-dimensional core calculation can be used to calculate
hte eigenvalue of each core, corresponding to the measured
axal buckling, and the difference between the two eigen-
alues then represents the error in the theoretical prediction

of the reactivity change between the two cores. The size of
the reactivity change can be obtained by calculating the
variation of reactivity with axial buckling. The second
technique requires the measurement of the change in critical
moderator height produced by some change to the core and
the measurement of the height coefficient of reactivity, pre-
preferably before and after the change. The assumptionis
then made that the variation of height coefficient with height
is known (in this case it is assumed that H3 8pla H is con-
stant) and the reactivity change is obtained by integrating
the height coefficient over the change of critical height. In
these cores both period measurements and pulsed source
measurements were used to determine the height coefficients
of each of the important cores, providing some check against
systematic errors. After correcting for known systematic
errors resulting from simple analysis of the pulsed neutron
data, the average discrepancy between pulsed source and
period measurements of the height coefficient was only

Both techniques were used for measurements of the re-
activity differences between pairs of cores differing only in
either coolant composition or boron concentration. The
height coefficient method only was used for the temperature

Table 1. Comparison of SGM core parameters with SGWHR prototype

DIMPLE SGM
Parameter cores SGHWR

Lattice pitch, mm 260-4 260-4
Pressure tube, mm i.d.130-6 130 6

Wall 4-3 Al 4-7-5-3 2Zy
Calandria tube, mm o.d. 184-2 184-2

Wall 3-3 Al 3-3 Al
*Moderator displacement tube, mm o.d. 114-3 114.3

Wall 3-3 Al 2-0 Al
No. of fuel pins per channel 36 36
o.d. of U0 2 fuel pellets, mm 14-5 14-5
Fuel can, mm .d. 14-6 14-6

Wall 0-64 2Zy 0-64 2Zy
Flux scanning wire guide tube, mm o.d. 6-4 6-4

Wall 1-2 1-2
stainless steel stainless steel

Maximum moderator height, above base of fuel, m 2-8 3-7
Vmn, 4 .ratorIVUo2  6-75 6-75
Veo".,J4Vuo2 1-05 |-05

Table 2. Details of DLmPLE mock-up cores

Coolant composition, Moderator
Core Number of V. weight of 14B core, . Temperature,

number channels * H 2 0 D20 ppm 0C

SGM 1 68 100-0 0-0 0-00 20
SGM 2 68 75-0 25-0 0-00 20
SGM 3 68 50-0 50-0 0-00 20
SGM 3/R 52 50-0 50-0 0-00 20
SGM 4 68 50-0 S0-0 0-00 80
SGM 5 68 50-0 50-0- 1-93 20
SGM 6 68 50-0 50-0 4-89 20
SGM 7 68 50.0 50-0 6-92 20
SGM 8 . 68 500 50-0 6-92 80
SGM 9 68 75-0 25-0 6-92 20
SGM 10 68 100-0 0-0 6-92 20
SGM 11 68 100-0 0-0 4-92 20
SGM lA 68 50-3 49-7 4-92 20
SGM 121R 52 100-0 0-0 4-92 20
SGM 13/R 52 50-7 49-3 4-92 20
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coefficient measurements made in cores SGM4, 6-and 8
which differed in boron concentration and so provided a test
of the calculation of the rather large variation of moderator
coefficient with boron level. The reactivity worths of a large
number (39) of perturbations were determined from changes
in critical height using the clean core coefficient. The more
important measurements are those of the worth of a single
liquid shutdown tube in two positions in core SGM6, the
worth of voiding displacement tubes in core SGM6 and the
worths of the 3%< and 7% elements loaded into core SGM
13/R described in Table 3. A summary of the results of all
reactivity measurements is given in reference 10.

Calibration measurements
The method of measuring channel powers by irradiating a
centrally placed copper wire was calibrated by measure-

ments made in cores SGM7 and 13. These measurementii
involved the relationship of a cluster centre copper active
with a cluster average 3

5
U fission rate, i.e. a copper dip

factor. Measurements of the copper dip factor were made i!
one element of each standard enrichment in core SGM7 and
repeated in SGM 13/R. In the latter core, the measurement,
were extended to cover the large effect on the dip factor ofr
coolant density, which will vary axially along each clusler in
a reactor. These copper dip factors were compared with the
235U dip factors evaluated as part of the power distribution
measurements in these cores, and the comparison of both
sets of data with calculated dip factors is discussed later.

The initial approach to critical experiment in the first core
SGMI, was arranged to simulate as far as possible the con.
ditions for the initial approach on the prototype reactor. Ile
source and counter positions and separation were chosen
with this aim and various perturbations such as a pulsed

Table 3. Power distribution measurements In non-uniform cores

Core number Experiment Cluster details

SGM3 Measurement of fine structure in clusters modified to include (a) 1-24% demountable 36 pin cluster with
irradiation samples (IE 1173). Cluster in core centre 4 pins omitted from middle ring

(b) 2-28%. as (a)

SGM6 Voiding of (a) 8 displacement tubes (see Fig. 16)
(b) 21 displacement tubes (see Fig. 13)

SGM7 (a) Rating of single pin in pencil loop (i) 1-24% Standard fuel pins used. Loop mock-up
(ii) 2-28% consisted of three concentric, tubes. Inner

Loop fitted at core centre and inner two tubes filled with tube aluminium, i.d.=22-9 mm, t- 1- imm;
coolant (50 0%1. H2O/500X. D:0) middle tubesteel, i.d. c 38-1 mm, t=4-8 mm;

outer tube aluminium, i.d.-76-2 mnn
t-3-2 nun

(b), Axial peaking produced by cluster end plates in segmented fuel End plates simulated by inserting a layer
elements. Experiments used simulated standard element, and of spacers into the fuel pins. Spacers wts
an cement simulating the geometry of a natural-uranium aluminium cylinders with a central OI
fuelled element. Standard element simulated by a cluster of thene insert. Al,o.d.= 10-1 mm; polythenm
seventy-four 10-1 mm pins (taken from 3uNo4 fuelled with o.d.=54 mm, 1=18-1 mm

(i) 1-35%
(ii) 3-0%)

Natural geometry simulated by a cluster of ninety-four 10 1 mm
1 pins (Vo 1..tJV..,,-0-52) fuelled with

(i) 1-35%
(ii) 3-0% U0 2

SGM 13/R (a) Long irradiation element, of same design as standard elements, Actual reactor element used, hence no
but with 3% enriched U0 2 (IE 366), loaded in a position near access to fuel available
the reflector to check effect on power distribution p

(b) Repeat of (a) using an experimental cluster with same enrich- Seventy-four 10-1 mm pins (taken from
ment and similar V. 1.,,,tjVrvi, which provides access to fuel for muNo cluster)
dip factor measurement. Cluster loaded (i) near reflector

(ii) near core centre
(c) Effect of single 3e/ enriched natural uranium geometry Simulated by a cluster of ninety fouf

element on power distribution when loaded in a position near 10-1 mm pins (V...d l/Vt.,==0-52)
the reflector

(d) Measurement of perturbation of power distribution resulting Mock-up of superheat channel consisted of
from the fitting of a pair of superheat channels into the outer an inner stainless steel liner, and an outer
zone of the core. Fuel clusters of 3% and 71% used to span the aluminiumlinersimulatingtheZyouterlile M
possible range of enrichments in the reactor. Inner liner, i.d..110-S mm- .

t=0-5 mm; outer liner, i.d.=119-7 rmm2
t=1-9 mm; 3x- fuel clusters container
forty-seven 10-1 mm pins; 7% fuel cluste'r
contained eighty-seven 7-4 mm pins

(e) Measurement of perturbation of power distribution resulting Cluster simulating enriched elements sWA
from the installation of a group of four more highly enriched .,..,/ t. 1-0
elements on one side of the core simulating the boosted (i) two 74x 10-1 mm pins, 3% U02 i
channels in the reactor. Three of the four clusters simulated (ii) one 128 x 7-4 mm pin, 7%O UO .'
normal enriched elements and one simulated a natural uranium Cluster simulating natural U geoWe"e
geometry element containedninety-four 10-1mm pins, 3% UO!

I
I
I
I

I

t
C
I

-
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Fig. 6. Method of dividing an array of fuel elements and control
elements In the ORTHRUS scheme-the division shown by the dashed
line gives a chess board array
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Fig. S. Core SGMl core state for approach to critical experiment

source (K tube) in an empty pressure tube were loaded in
appropriate positions (Figs 2 and 5). Finally some checks
were made that the source and counter positions pro-
posed for pulsed source determinations of reactivity changes
in the zero energy phase of commissioning the prototype
were unlikely to result in unacceptable harmonic contanina-
tion of the fundamental mode at the detector position.

THEORETICAL METHODS USED FOR COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENTS
The theoretical methods used in this Paper feature the fol-
lowing computer codes: METHUSELAH 1l, AIMAZ, JANUS 2,
JANUS 5, ORTHRUS and MAGOO. These codes are incorporated
in the PATRIARCH' scheme which is a series of computer
Programs designed to cover all performance aspects of
enriched ScHw reactors. The codes with the exception of
ORTHRus and MAaOO are described in Part 24 but are all
Outlined briefly below for convenience.

METHUSELAH VI and ATIMAZe
'U4 AZ is a two group diffusion theory program and is
IWO-dimensional in xy geometry using a square mesh. The
code is a whole reactor performance assessment program
for predicting power output per channel, flux shapes and

reactivities. Cell averaged cross-sections for each mesh
region are normally obtained from METHUSELAH ji, a five

. group. diffusion, theory program, which computes fine
-structure, reactivity and reaction rates in an infinite array of
similar cells. To permit an adequate treatment of any inter-

* stitial displacement tubes present within the lattice, the
*.AswAz fuel channel is divided into four equal segments, and
cross-sections are produced for each quadrant by appro-
priate METHUSELAH n calculations. The choice of the AIMAZ
mesh widths'and the manner in which the cell cross-sections
are averaged are discussed in Part 2.4 Throughout this

* Paper, boundary flux normalization is used in obtaining
cross-sections from the METHUSELAH It reaction rates and two
or four mesh lengths per cell side are used with interstitial
mesh points (see § 26 of reference 4).

Streaming from the gas gap between the pressure and
calandria tubes is calculated by the three-region method due
to Benoist,"1 while streaming from interstitial moderator
displacement tubes is based on a. method proposed by
Leslie.

1 2

JANUS 2 and JANUS 513

JANUS 2 and JANUS S are two group and five group diffusion
codes respectively. JANUS 5 has a group structure identical
to METHUSELAH il and JANUS 2 has a group cut at 0-625 eV,
the upper limit of the METHUSELAH II thermnal groups. The
codes are used for calculating fine structure and reaction

* rates in an infinite chess board array of unlike cells. An option
is included in JANUS 2 whereby an inner region of a cell can
be excluded from the diffusion part of the calculation and
extrapolation length boundary conditions used. This option
is used in the ORTHRUS scheme for calculating rod worths.

ORTHRUS
1

'

The ORTHRUS code is a method of computing control
element worth in an infinite saHWR type of lattice, with an
element at the interstitial position. This configuration can
be divided diagonally forming a chess board array of fuel
cells and control element cells as shown in Fig. 6. Thus the
length of the sides of these chess board cells is equal to the
original lattice pitch divided by V2. Such a chess board can
be treated by the JANUS 2 routine to provide cell-smeared
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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARIS(pN
WITH THEORY
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Fig. 7. Approach curves DIMPLE core SGM1

cross-sections which can then be used in the appropriate
quadrants of the A!MAZ cell. The control element is excluded
from the diffusion theory part of the JANUS 2 calculation and
extrapolation boundary conditions are provided by the
program MINOTAUR.2

5 The latter code is a collision
probability program which computes the blackness of
elements. Cross-sections for the included regions in the
JANUS 2 calculation are produced by METHuSELAH 1l. Thus
the ORTHRUS scheme incorporates the MINOTAUR, JANUS 2
and METHusELAH Ii codes.

MAGOGJ
1

For the investigation of three-dimensional effects on core
power distributions discussed later the MAGOG code was
used. MAGOO is a three-dimensional diffusion theory, burn-up
code using two neutron energy groups in xyz geometry.
The two neutron energy group cut is taken at 0 625 eV, the
upper limit of the METHUSELAH thermal groups. The bottom
and radial reflectors are represented by heavy water para-
meters produced from METHUSELAH i , which is also used to
supply two group, and cell averaged cross-sections for each
mesh cuboid in the fuelled regions below the critical height.
For the regions above the bulk moderator level where a
transport calculation is required in the voided moderator
region, the 69-group transport theory code wxMs'7 was used
to provide a first estimate of the cell diffusion coefficients
and these were then adjusted so that the average top.
extrapolation length equalled the measured value.

Table 4. Reactivitics of cold clean cores

Experimental results from the mock-up programme are
compared with theoretical predictions which follow. The
large number of measurements which were made prevent ail
results being included but the results forming the main basis
for the conclusions of this Paper are all reported. Experi.
mental data have been compared with predictions made by
the appropriate codes from the PAThIApCii scheme, and
conclusions are reached as to its ability to predict reactivity
coefficients and power distributions in a number ofsituations
covering a range of coolant densities, moderator poison
concentrations and temperatures, and reflector thicknesses.
The effect on the power distributions of loading single or
groups of typical experimental fuel elements into a reflected
core is also considered.

Approach to critical procedure

The initial approach to critical in the SGHW prototype re.
actor was planned to be carried out by loading all the fud
with the moderator dumped, and then raising the moderator
in stages until criticality was reached. The first approach to
critical in DIMPLE was therefore planned to investigate the
form of the approach curves to be expected in the prototype.
Perturbations similar to those planned for the prototype
core were loaded into core SGMI for this experiment (Fig. 5).
The main factors governing the shapes of the approach
curves are the relative positions of the source and counters
and the intervening shielding, although, in a liquid modera-
ted system, there is the complication that large changes in
count rate occur when the source and counters are im.
mersed in the moderator. The arrangement chosen was to
place the source (1 3 Ci Po/Be) in a search tube at the core
centre supported at a height of 320 mm above the base of the
fuel, and the counters at the same height in search tubes at
radii of 1 4, 2, 3 and 4 pitches from the core centre (Fig. 5).

The results of these experiments.are illustrated in Fig. 7.
They confirmed that meaningful approach curves are not
obtained until the source and detectors are both immersed
under at least 150 mm of moderator. The counter at a radius
of 4 pitches gave an approximately linear variation of K2W;
with H2 from this point onwards. The counters closer to the
source gave successively less linear results, tending to over-
estimate the critical height along the early part of the ex-
periment because of direct source neutron effects. This ex-
periment thus confirmed that satisfactory approach curves
would be obtained from the proposed source and counter
arrangement in the prototype reactor.

I
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i Measurements in unperturbed sGHwR core mock-up
following the approach to critical experiment, the various
cOre perturbations required for that phase of the work only,
eg. pulsed source and additional in-core BF3 counters, were
withdrawn to leave a clean core mock-up as shown in Fig. 1.
The core then consisted of a central chess board of 1 24 and
!1.56/ enriched channels surrounded by a peripheral ring of
rventy-eight 2-28X enriched channels. A range of measure-
mlents was made in this unperturbed symmetrical core
arrangement and in the similar reflected core SGM3/R and
,be results are compared with theoretical predictions.

geactivity of clean cores
For one-zone cores of the type studied in the earlier stages of
the 5HWR programme, reactivity predictions were tested by
using the measured axial and radial bucklings in a single cell
code, and a number of such cores using 135%. enriched
UO, fuel was found to yield an average krftuv of 1.005 .3
For the subsequent SG18 core simulating the SOHWR core
arrangement but using the experimental fuels available at
that time, inserting the measured axial buckling in an
AIMAZ calculation led to a kef,,ctive value of 100909003.4
A similar procedure has been followed as for the unper-
nurbed DIMPLE mock-up cores with the results shown in
Table 4. AIMAZ calculations have been done with four
and two mesh lengths per cell side. For the first three un-
reflected cores, the four mesh k.rr,,ta,. value is constant at
1005_0-001 which agrees with the results of previous
measurements using experimental fuel pins. There is a small
but nearly constant difference between the results for the two
nesh and four mesh cases. This is a result of theory giving a
slightly lower fission rate in the outer highly enriched
channels when four mesh lengths are used, and is in line with
previous experience.4 Therefore the remaining AIMAZ cal-
culations in this Paper have used two mesh lengths per cell
side to be consistent with the procedure adopted for SOHWR
prototype calculations.

Table 5. krtt,, variation with boron content as moderator

Axial
buckling,

Core 10B, ppm In 2k, tt

SGM3 0 4-34±i 0 03 1-0062_0 0009
SGM5 193 _ 005 3-56± 002 1-0051 i00006
SGM6 4-89±0i05 2-31±0 01 1-0053±0-0003
SGM7 6-92±0-05 1157±001 10038±00003

Previous comparisons of bare and reflected multi-zone
SOHWR cores in DIMPLE and JUNO have shown that the re-
flected cores have higher values of krtfv, by 0-5-1-0l .
The results from the reflected mock-up core SGM3/R
confirm this trend.

Moderator boron coefficient
In the operation of the prototype the provision of an ab-
solute scale of reactivity is difficult and it is common practice
to use the observed dissolved boron variations for criticality
to relate changes of reactivity caused by various means.
Measurements were therefore made in DIMPLE to check that
the boron coefficient is adequately predicted. Cores SGM3,
SGMS, SGM6 and SGM7 each have a 50/ H2 0 coolant,
are cold, and differ only in the boron content of the modera-
tor. Table 5 shows the effect of using the measured axial
bucklings for these cores in two mesh AIMAZ core calcula-
tions. It will be seen that there is a slight trend of reactivity
discrepancy with boron content. The trend is hardly sig-
nificant compared with the experimental uncertainties but is
confirmed by the results from previous similar measure-
ments in uniform cores.3 However, a trend of 0-2y. over the
whole range is small compared with the total kw1nst, change
of about 6-3x.

Under operating conditions in the prototype, the modera-
tor is at a temperature of about 80'C and it is therefore
relevant to examine the ability of AIMAZ to predict the effect
of boron in this condition. The measurements of tempera-
ture effects in the mock-up cores are described later but for
convenience, data relevant to the hot moderator boron
coefficient are abstracted in Table 6.

The result for core SGM4 with no boron reflects the nor-
mal tendency to overestimate coolant temperature defects
in clean SOHWR lattices. As boron is added, the moderator
temperature coefficient becomes positive and there is a clear
trend between theory and experiment. The discrepancy is
successively reduced and changes sign for a boron addition
of 6-92 ppm "IB. The total change in the discrepancy is
+0-2X in reactivity which is of the same magnitude but
opposite in sign to the trend shown by the results with cold
moderator in Table 5. It was not possible in DIMPLE to
simulate the prototype coolant conditions but these results
suggest that the slight tendency to overestimate the worth of
dissolved boron in the cold condition will be reduced as the
moderator temperature is raised to its operational value.

Yoid coefficient
The results in Table 4 show that the AIMAZ kstrecuv. is
unaffected by variations in coolant density in the range
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Table 7. Rate of change of reactivity with height of moderator,
Op/OH

Critical moderator Op/aH, %/cm
M H2O height, from bottom

Core incoolant of fuel Experiment I Theory

SGM I 100-0 109-67 0-133 ±0003 0-165
SGM2 74-8 111*83 0-135±0-003 0-164
SGM3 49-8 117-02 0133 ±0002 0-156

Table 8. Void coefficient in SGcIWR mock-up In DIMPLE (20*C zero
boron)

SGMI l SGM3
reactivity scale . reactivity scale

Experiment -0-014 ± 0-002 -0-017±0 002
ZADOC -0-016 -0-018

Table 9. Reactivity changes on heating the SGM4 core (O ppm 10B)

Reactivity change x 102

Experiment AXMAZ

20-0 20-0 0-00 0-00
26-5 39-8 -0-13±0-01 -0-22
30-3 41-5 -0-13±0-01 -0-23
37-2 42-5 -0-12±0-01 -0-22
65-6 42-7 _0-14±0-01 -0-27
64-7 44-0 -0-16±0-01 -0-29
72-9 50-3 -0-26±0-01 -0-43
71-4 52-0 -0-26±0-01 -0-44

1 00-0-58 gm/cm3 to within the experimental uncertainty
±0-14%/ in kf..,s.. This implies that the void coeffici
is being predicted correctly-to within ± 0 004.

In addition to buckling measurements in the SGM cc
1-3, the rate of change of reactivity with moderator hei
was measured at the critical height of each core. Toget
with the change of height between different coolant cc
position cases, these Op/aH measurements provide an
ternative means of obtaining the void coefficient. Tabl.
shows the critical moderator heights and ap/DH values for
three cores SGMI, SGM2 and SGM3.

The AIMAZ prediction of ap/OH decreases slightly with
creasing the moderator height (as expected) whereas
measured values are constant within the experimer
errors. The calculated absolute values are significar
greater than the measurements, as has been observed p
viously in a wide range of experimental cores although
this case part of the discrepancy is due to the underestirn
of critical height which is associated with the overestim.
of reactivity discussed previously.

The measured increase in critical height on introduci
D 20 into the coolant has -been used with the measuz
values of OplaH from Table 7 to check the ALMAZ predicti
of void coefficient. In view of the significant changes
volved in core composition, care must be taken to define t
reactivity change in terms of the parameters of one p;
ticular core. The measured reactivity changes have therefc
been compared with theoretical predictions by treati
separately the reactivity scales obtained from the ap/i
measurements in the different cores. These results can th
be interpreted in terms of the overall core void coefficient
shown in Table 8. The agreement between theory and e
periment is clearly satisfactory and confirms the results
the buckling measurements in these same cores.

Temperature coefficients
Measurements were made of the change of critical heig
produced by raising the moderator temperature in stages,
about 700C. The reactivity worths of these changes we
obtained by combining these values with the height o

-efficient measurements made in the cold core. Three seriesX
measurements were made in cores SGM4, SGM6 and SGN
which each contained a mixture of H20 and D2 0 with 50'
by weight of D2 0 as coolant. The cores differed only in td
10B concentration in the moderator which was 0-00 ppm i
SGM4, 4 89 ppm in SGM6 and 6-92 ppm in SGM8. TI
interpretation of these measurements is complicated be
cause the temperature of the pressure tubes and their cot

Table 10. Effect of boron on coolant and moderator temperature
coefficients

Coolant temperature Moderator tempera.
coefficient, mNile/C ture coefficient,

mNifeP'C
ppm

Core in D 20 Experiment AOMAz Experiment AIMAZ-

SGM4 0 - '57 -9.7 -190 -1-9
SGM6 4-89 -11-2 -14-9 +9-5 +10-6
SGM8 6-92 -12-0 -12-9 +11-9 +13-5

Table 11. Relative dip factors In core SGM7

Channel Channel DF Cu DF 23SU
enrichment, position

* (see Fig. 12) Experiment WIEHuSELAH Difference, *Experiment mrusELH Difference, %

1-24 J10 1-000 1-000 - 1-000 1-000 _
1-56 LIO 0-997 0-994 -0-3 ±1-2 1-017 1-014 -0-3±0-9

±0-012 ±0-009
2-28 P06 0-954 0-971 +1-7±1-4 1-027 1-033 +0-6±1-0

±0-014 ±0-010
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ats rose steadily during the experiments. This was caused
b the presence of the large moderator displacement tubes
containing about 23Y of the total D2 0 volume) which were
iled independently from above and did not therefore drain
,ten the hot moderator was dumped. The heat in these

bes was then shared with other core components during
,he periods between experiments. It was therefore necessary
0 monitor the coolant temperature in representative

,hannels and to take these changes into account in the
uultsELAy-AIMAZ calculations.

Assuming that the reactivity changes are a linear combina-
don of a moderator and a coolant temperature coefficient,
alt the results in Table 9 have been used to derive the co-
taicients by the method of least squares. The experimental
moderator temperature coefficient is small, being -1t0
,uNilerC when derived from experiment, and -19
mNilerc when derived from AI.MAZ. The experimental
coolant temperature coefficient is -(5.7±0O7) mNile/0 C
compared with the AIMAZ prediction of -9-7 mNile/0 C.
The calculation thus overestimates the coolant temperature
coefficient by (4 0± 07) mNile/C or (70± 12)%. This method
of analysis does not account for the slight non-linearity in
the variation of reactivity with the coolant temperature. The
effect of this on the comparison of theory with experiment
should be small since the same range of data is used in both
cases. However, the fitted values of the moderator coefficient
could be systematically in error, since its relatively small
numerical value makes it sensitive to this effect.

The bulk of the reactivity in core SGM4 is held in the
catral chess boardl with an average enrichment of 1.40%.
This result is compared with the coolant temperature co-
efficient measured in 1-35Y/ enriched fuel in JuNO, since the
leakage effects would be similar in the two cases. The JUNO
experiments used a 37 channel core with a central heated and
pressurized loop as described in Part 3.6 The original analysis
of these loop experiments was based on METHUSELAH-AIMAZ
calculations but work by Chudley1 8 has taken more detailed
account of the spectrum changes in the vicinity of the loop
by doing wDsNs1 transport theory calculations in 7 groups
using wims"' input data. Check calculations in 18 groups,
using the methods proposed by Bannerman2" for hot loop
experiments in gas cooled reactor lattices, have shown that
increasing the number of groups beyond seven has no sig-
nificant effect on the results. Reference 18 shows that the
measured reactivity change of -97 mNile on heating the
loop to 2800C was predicted as - 128 mNile, again a sig-
nificant overestimate of the magnitude of the heating effect.

The measurements in the DIMPLE mock-up have therefore
confirmed the previous conclusion from the JUNO loop that
the magnitude of the negative coolant temperature co-
efficients in prototype geometry SGHWR lattices are signifi-
cantly overestimated by METruSELAH-AIMAZ calculations.
In' the hot loop, measurements could be made up to the full
operating coolant temperature of 2800C and the results
implied that AIMAZ would overestimate the total coolant
temperature defect over this range by about 0S-/y in re-
activity. Since AIDAZ overestimates the reactivity of the cold,
clean core by about the same amount, it was anticipated that
agreement between theory and experiment would improve
as the coolant temperature rises. Experience in operating
the prototype has shown that this is the case.

Additional measurements of temperature coefficient have
been made in cores SGM6 and SGM8 with 4-89 and 6-92
ppm respectively of 10B dissolved in the moderator. The
effect of boron addition on the coefficients is shown in
Table 10. The addition of 4-89 ppm of 1'B is enough to make
the moderator temperature coefficient positive. The coolant
temperature coefficient becomes more negative presumably
because of the reduction in the proportion of neutrons cap-
tured thermally in tle coolant and the reduced fine structure.
In general, the agreement between theory and experiment is
improved by the addition of boron. The theoretical pre-
diction of the coolant temperature coefficient in the core
SGM6 seems anomalous and requires further investigation.

Calibration of copper flux measuring wires
In the SOHWR prototype, facilities are provided for the on-
load irradiation of copper flux measuring wires introduced
down the central sparge tube in each fuel channel (Fig. 4).
The relative activities induced in these wires can be used to
provide a measure of the relative channel powers, but varia-
tions in thermal fine structure and spectrum lead to a need
for additional calibration factors for the interpretation of
the prototype measurements. A copper dip factor (DF Cu)
has been defined as the ratio of the average 235U fission rate
per atom in the channel to the copper activation rate per
atom in the central tube. Typical measurements in core
SGM7 are given in Table 11, normalized to unity in the
1-24% enriched channel and compared with the ?ErIrusEaAH
predictions which assume an infinite array of similar cells.
The coolant composition of 50% D2 0 by weight was the
same in all channels. To show the importance of spectrum,
relative 235U fission dip factors are also given.

Table 12. Effect of coolant density variations on relative dip factors In core SGM 131R

Effective DF Cu DF 23U
Channel Channel coolant

enrichment, position Y. DaO in density
o/ (seeFig.9) coolant gfcm Difference, Difference,

Experiment mmuseH / Experiment NETnUsELAII o/

1-24 J10 50 0-58 1-000 1-000 _ 1-000 1-000 _
1-56 ,10 0 1-00 0-827 0-824 -0-4 0-860 0-877 +2-0
1-56 L10 50 0-58 0-976 0-991 +1-5 0-996 1-012 +1-6
1-56 L10 75 0-80 1-051 1035 -1-5 1-089 1-102 +1-2
2-28 F14 0 1-00 0-763 0-760 -0-4 0-787 0-855 +8-6
2-28 L10 50 0-58 0-938 0-962 +2-6 0-980 1-026 +4-7
2-28 L10 75 0-80 1-044 1-023 -2-0 1-135 1-150 +1-3
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The agreement between METHusELAH and experimeht is
most encouraging. The dip factors change significantly
when 2

35U instead of copper is used for the centre tube
measurements, but the change is well represented by the
theoretical method, e.g. for the 2-28% enriched channel a
predicted dip factor change of + 6-2°. is measured as 7.3 +
1-7%.

To account for axial and channel-channel coolant density
variations it was necessary to check the ability of mETHu-
SELAH to predict relative dip factors for a range of effective
coolant densities. A variety of measurements was made by
changing coolant densities in different combinations of
channels in core SGM 13/R. Typical results from one such
measurement are given in Table 12. In this case, the effective
coolant density in the standard J10 channel was kept con-
stant while different proportions of D2 0 were introduced in
the other two channels LIO and F14 (see Fig. 3).

Channel D10 is situated near the middle of the central
chess board region. As the effective coolant density in this
channel is changed and hence becomes different from the
surrounding channels, both the copper and 235U dip factors
change by up to 20-25% but the METHUSELAH calculations

Table 13. Effect of core position on relative dip factors near the
periphery of core SGM 13/R

Channel
position F14 DID HIS D14

DF Cu
Experiment 0-938 0948 0-998 0-966
METHUSELAH 0-962 0-962 0-962 0-962
Difference, x +2-6 +1-5 -3-6 -004

jbF 235U1.7
Experiment 0 980 1-026 1-067 1-053
METHUSELAH 1-026 1-026 1-026 1-026
Difference, V. +4-7 0.0 -3-8 -2-6

follow this change well, there being no significant increase in
the discrepancies with experiment. The situation is -les
satisfactory for channel F14 which is near the core boundar
A similar situation was observed in earlier SGHWR Studioi
and results from measurements in other mock-up cores havt
confirmed that in such channels where there is a much larg,
flow of neutrons between channels, the dip factor is Do
longer a property of the individual channel but is affected
also by its environment and detailed position in the cor.
This point is well illustrated in Table 13 where dip facton
measured in four different channels in the outer row besidc
the reflector in core SGM 13/R (see Fig. 3) are compared
with the METHUSELAH predictions. A coolant mixture or
50/50% weight of D20/H 2 0 was used in all cases.

The relative copper dip factors are lower than the 235C.
dip factors on average by 6-9% which agrees well with tix
METitusELAH prediction of 6-4%. However, the individual
values vary considerably from the average and in particular
F14 is unusually low as observed previously in Table 12. it
has therefore been concluded that METHuSELAu provides an
adequate means of calculating relative dip factors for the
calibration of copper wire measurements in the majority of
channels in the prototype. However, near the reflector
and in other positions where large channel-channel flux
gradients are anticipated, errors of up to 5% may be ob-
tained. Subsequent to the conclusion of the work reported in
this Paper, Allen2 ' has used the results from Table 13 to
show that in cases where greater accuracy is required,
position dependent dip factors can be calculated by the use
of two group flux ratios from the standard AxMAz core cal-
culation to provide different fast and thermal input buck-
lings for the cell calculation using the diffusion theory code
QUAVER.

22 Measurements of cross channel gradients were
also made in representative channels in one typical core, and
Allen has modified QUAVER to calculate dipole fluxes for use
in the heterogeneous code PRmrTo 2x to give satisfactory
agreement with these results.
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Table 14. Reactivity worths of a single central shutdown tube In core SG17

. ~Reactivity worth, ;
Tube content s%- weight of natural

Tube i.d., mm B in H20 Experiment oRTHRUS oRTHRus/Experiment

63-5 . 1-33 -1-66±0-05 -1-52 0-91
2-49 -1-80±0-06 -1-70 0-94

34-8 1'33 -0-86±0-03 -0-82 0-95
2-49 -1-01±0i03 -0-94 0-93

Table 15. Reactivity worths of arrays of shutdown tubes in core SG17
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A detailed investigations of the consistency of the
measurements of reactivity changes made in the mock-up
cores concluded that results from period measurements and
pulsed source measurements were consistent but that both
techniques indicated that the height coefficient of reactivity
was overestimated by an average of 82±07%. Similar
phenomena have been observed in other reactor systems.
Since critical measurements of reactivity worth involve com-
pensating for a given change by an equivalent change in
moderator height, this implies that calculated reactivity
changes involving the height coefficient will tend to be 8%
higher than measured values. Earlier calculations of the
height coefficient of core SG 17 did not show this trend and
indicated a tendency for the height coefficient to be under-
estimated. This difference in the accuracy of predicting the
height coefficients of the SG17 and mock-up cores is not
currently understood and further work in this area is re-
quired. The difference then leads directly to the apparent
anomaly between ORTHnmS predictions in the two cases. If
the comparison between theory arid experiment were made
in terms of the change in axial buckling required to com-
pensate for the absorber, then in the mock-up core oRnmus
would underestimate by about 7% in good agreement with
the previous evidence. It is concluded that the worth of
liquid shutdown tubes in SOHWR cores is likely to be. under-
estimated by up to 10% by a METIIUsELAH-ORTHRUs cal-
culation.

Power distribution measurements In unperturbed mock-up core
Before studying the power distributions in the soHwR mock-
up in DIMPLE, measurements had been made in a wide range
of multi-zone cores to validate the METHUSELAH-AIMAZ
calculational scheme, and to optimize the choice of numbers
of mesh length/cell, cell average or cell edge flux normaliza-
tion and so on. This led to the general adoption of two mesh
lengths per cell and cell edge flux normalization and all the
power map calculations discussed here and later have used
these same methods. After the completion of the approach to
critical measurements, early power map measurements were
made in a 'clean' version of the mock-up core using only
standard prototype fuel channels of the three feed enrich-
ments. These clean core results are discussed next and then
the later measurements in a core containing simulated pro-
totype experimental channels are recorded.

Clean core measurements
The reflected cores SGM3/R and SGM 13/R each had about
501% weight of D2 0 in the coolant mixture and were in
other respects similar to the SG18/E13 core which was built
into DIMPLE using available zero energy fuel before the
SOHWR prototype fuel became available for the present
.experiments. The results from core SGIS1/E13 were reported
in detail in reference 4 and it is interesting to compare those
with the present mock-up core results illustrated in Fig. 9.
The latter results were obtained from 235U fission chambers
passed down the central sparge tube in the channels (see
Fig. 4) and these must be multiplied by measured or cal-
culated 235 U dip factors to obtain the core power distri-
bution. For channels near the core boundary, it has been
shown that these dip factors vary with environment and
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Control worths of boron liquid shutdown tube

Rapid shutdown is provided in the SGHWR by flooding
anays of interstitial tubes with borated water. The reactivity

worths of these shutdown tubes are calculated by the
tnarus code 1' which incorporates the collision theory
ode MwNoTAuRl15 to calculate effective extrapolation dis-

tances into the radius described earlier. To test the ORTmRUS
method, shutdown tubes with a range of diameters and
boron concentrations have been inserted into the centre of
one of the earlier cores SGl74 (see Fig. 8) and the worths
obtained from the measured changes in critical height with
he results are shown in Table 14. Other measurements in-
tolving arrays of similar rods in the same SG17 core are
Presented in Table 15.

In both cases, there is a consistent tendency for the
OLTHRUS calculation to underestimate rod worth by about
1% and hence err on the side of safety. The effects of control
rd interaction can also be seen by a comparison of the
tmults from Tables 14 and IS. The addition of a second rod,

One lattice pitch, i.e. 260-4 mm, away leads to an increase
Over the single central rod worth by a factor of 1-77± 007.
When the DrtPLE mock-up core became available, a check

Measurement of the worth of the 63-5 mm i.d. tube with
12253/ weight of B was measured in core SGM6 (as Fig. 1). A
Measured value of - (I -25 ± 003)% was obtained from the
flange in critical height and the measured value of the rate
Of change of reactivity with moderator height (Op/8H). The

Ztreement between this and the ORTHRUS figure of -1-26%
S significantly better than expected on the basis of the
Cridence in Tables 14 and 15.
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Fig. 12. AJMAZ 235UfissIon power output in core SGM7; normalized
to 100 MW for. whole core (mean per channel=1-4706 MW)

hence in core SGM 13/R, measurements of dip factor were.
made in four typical different channel positions and these
have been used to obtain the relevant power map which is
compared with the AiMAz predictions (Fig. 9) in Fig. 10. The
results are encouraging and much as expected from the
earlier work' in core SG18/E13. On average, the power in the
peripheral 2-28% enriched channels is overestimated by
about 4% relative to the central chess board and it is this
tendency to overestimate the power in the more highly en-
riched channels near the reflector which leads to the larger
overestimate of reactivity for reflected cores already ob-
served. Core SGM 12/R was similar to SGM 13/R except
that in the former light water coolant at full density was used
in all channels. This has the effect of decreasing the reflector
effectiveness and reducing the tendency to overestimate the
power in the peripheral channels as shown in Fig. 11.

These results show that the use of prototype fuel channels
and the addition of up to 5 ppm of 1'B in the bulk D20
moderator and reflector has not adversely affected the
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ability of the AIMAZ method to predict power distributions
in complex cores of prototype geometry.

Effect of empty moderator displacement tubes on core power
distribution

The effect of voiding groups of moderator displacement
tubes to produce significant thermal flux gradients across thO
core have been discussed in Part 24 which covered a range Of
multi-zone core experiments. The conclusion drawn was t0at
in an extreme case where the tubes in one half of the core
only were voided, AIMAZ overestimated the cross core tilt by
15% and this discrepancy was increased by any attempt. °
allow for the diffusion area asymmetry resulting from In -
creased streaming. Such corrections are included in all Or
calculations reported in this Paper since these form part Of
the standard PATRIARCHI scheme for calculating sGH1W05

In the present series of mock-up cores, two cases were
studied in core SGM6 with groups of moderator disPlace
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Ment tubes emptied.. In the first case, 21 central tubes were
emptied with the results shown by comparing with the similar
Unperturbed core SGM7 in Figs 12-15. The proportion of
total core power from the central channels is reduced by
about 13% on emptying the 21 tubes but the small discre-
pancies between predicted and measured power distributions
are not significantly affected.

In the second case, eight tubes were emptied at one side of
the core thus inducing a thermal flux tilt of about 25%
'cross the core as shown in Fig. 16. The AIMAZ predictions
Are compared with the measured values in Fig. 17 and it is
shown that theory tends to underestimate this tilt by 5-10%.
This disagrees with the conclusion from the previous core
lilt measurements reported in reference 4. In such cases
'mall variations in local reactivity have to be balanced by
cross core leakage making the flux distributions sensitive to
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*Empty dlsplacement tubes

Nel X 156

fuel

Fig. 15. 235U fission power map ArmAz/experiment; core SGM61
21B (50:50% weight of D2OIH2Oeou,. 5,; 21 central displace-
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accurate predictions of local reactivity effects. In an opera-
ting power reactor the fuel management scheme is chosen to
ensure inter alia that severe flux tilts of this kind do not arise,
but these results suggest that further investigation of methods
of predicting cross core tilts is required in cases where such
tilts may arise under accident or special operational
conditions.

Power distribution measurements in cores perturbed by
prototype experimental channels
Earlier measurements had shown the importance of studying
reflector effects when validating the AIMAZ predictions, and
the reflected core SGM 13/R (Fig. 3) was therefore used as
the basic core for an investigation of the perturbing effects
of experimental channels and other items on the core power
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distribution. A range of single and multiple channel per-
turbations was introduced into this core and the power
distributions measured with 23sU fission chambers. In all
the examples described, access to the fuel in the perturbed
channels was available so that experimental dip factors
were obtained to convert the fission chamber readings into
average channel powers for comparison with the ArMAZ
predictions.

Single channel perturbations
A standard 36 rod l56% enriched channel in the central
chess board region was replaced by a 74 rod 3% enriched
channel leading to a perturbed channel power almost twice
the local average as shown in Fig. 18. The comparison with
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Fig. 20. AIMAZ "2U fission power output normalized to 100 MW
for whole core; core SGM 13/R; 3% natural uranium geometry
fuel channel perturbation (1E 367)

Il

theory in Fig. 19 shows that AIMAZ overestimates the power
from the highly enriched channel by almost 9% compared i
with 2%. for the standard 1-56% channel which it replaced. I

Studies of the performance of a channel geometry suitable
for a natural U0 2 fuelled sOHwR required the introduction
of a more highly loaded fuel bundle with a reduced light
water inventory. This was simulated in DIMPLE with a 94 rod
3% U02 bundle with a Vc.oizdVru.r of 0-6 compared with
the value of 1-1 for a standard SOHWR channel. This cx-
perimental channel replaced a 2-28% enriched periphertl
channel in core SGM 131R with the results shown in FigS
20 and 21. The power increases at the perturbed channel by!
35% and this higher power is again overestimated by the
AIMAZ calculation by 7%.
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I Aaltiple channelperturbations
|The SGHWR prototype (Fig. 2) was designed so that 8 of the
III2 channels could be used to superheat some of the satu-
rated steam from the standard boiling channels. The super-
heat channels were also planned to use 36 rod bundles but
would have been of a higher enrichment, e.g. 6% 235U, and.
Would have incorporated stainless steel buffers to protect the
Zircaloy from the higher temperature of the superheated
Steam. Two such channels were simulated in core SGM 13/R
Inl one of the peripheral positions proposed for the superheat

| Channels in the prototype. In the absence of available fuel
Of the correct enrichment, separate measurements were made
with 3% and 7% enriched fuel to bridge the enrichment of
Interest.

l=1 24Y 'Fnq 56X
D ual [222iX 62Jr-FiEfuel

7tsuperheat
M channel

Fig. 24. AIMAZ 235U fission power output normalized to 100 MW
for whole core; core SGM 13/R 7% superheat channel perturbation

The results are shown in Figs 22-25. The perturbation
effects of these channels are complex since they embrace
higher enrichment, interaction effects between the two super-
heat channels and increased voidage because of the lack of
liquid coolant. These effects cause significant changes in the
powers generated by the adjoining channels. For both the
3%/ and 7% enriched cases, there is a general tendency to
overestimate the powers in the more highly enriched per-
turbed and adjacent channels by up to 15% although the
effect is much less for the 7%. fuel. In both cases, power is
underestimated in the nearby 1-56% channel by about 9%.

As a last comprehensive test, a larger perturbation in-
volving five channels was introduced into one corner of core
SGM 13/R as shown in Fig. 26. The effect was to increase the
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calculations will in general predict individual channel
powers in the vicinity of perturbations similar to those ex-
pected for the prototype within a standard deviation of about
4-6%. This is about a factor of two higher than the standard
deviation for clean core predictions where the perturbations
give rise to significantly asymmetric core flux distributions.
The DIMPLE results given earlier show that further develop-
ment of the theoretical methods is required.

Three-dimensional effect on core power distributions
The measured axial buckling in the prototype soHwR under
conditions involving a low moderator height has been found
to vary consistently with the radial distance from the core
axis and it has been shown9 that this phenomenon can be
explained by taking into account the three-dimensional core
geometry. The effect arises from the presence above the
critical bulk moderator height of a multiplying region con-
sisting of fuel and coolant inside the pressure tubes whereas
the D2 0 radial reflector stops at the moderator height (see
Fig. 28). The three-dimensional MAGOG code"' has been used
to investigate such effects on the top extrapolation distance
in the prototype and it has been shown that significant
variations with radial position may arise in the cold con-
dition with a low moderator height, but that the effect is
negligible under hot operating conditions with a critical
height near the top of the fuel.

It was important to check that such effects need not be
accounted for in the analysis of the DIMPLE mock-up ex-
periments. The MACOG code was therefore used in exactly
the same way as for the prototype to re-analyse the re
flected core SGM 13/R which was used for the main power
distribution measurements. The critical bulk moderator
height for this core is 1558 mm leaving 1165 mm of fuel and
coolant projecting above the core. The three-dimenSional
MAGOO calculation was done as described earlier using One
mesh point per fuel channel and an axial mesh interval Of

Fig. 26. AlIMAZ 2
35U fission power output normalized to 100 MW

for whole core; core SGM 13/R; booster channel perturbation

total proportion of core power generated by the four fuelled
perturbing channels (the fifth contained no fuel) by more than
a factor of two and to cause smaller but still significant in-
creases in the power from adjoining channels. Fig. 27 gives
the AIMAZ predictions compared with the measured channel
powers and shows that the high power in the vicinity of the
perturbation is being overestimated by up to 10% while the
low power at the other side of the core is being underesti-
mated by a similar amount, i.e. the flux tilt across the core is
being overestimated by the AIMAZ calculation.

Summarizing the results of the various DIMPLE pertur-
bation measurements, it is concluded that the METHUSELAH-
AIMAZ method of calculation adopted for routine SHWR
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120 mm. To provide a basis for direct comparison a two-
dimensional MAGOO calculation was then done for the same
core using METHUSELAH 1 input data with a zero flux
boundary at the measured extrapolated core height.

The results of the three-dimensional MAOOG calculations
show that a radial variation of 6 cm or 3y. of the extra-
polated SGM 131R core height of 199 cm is to be expected.
The effect of this change on the predicted power distribution
is shown by the comparison of the two and three-dimen-
ional MAGOG calculations in Fig. 29. The three-dimensional
calculations are in better agreement with the measured power
distributions but the difference is only of the order of 1%.

CONCLUSIONS
The availability of Zircaloy clad power reactor fuel for the
Winfrith prototype sOHWR some months in advance of the
Prototype fuel loading schedule made it possible to do a
Comprehensive series of mock-up studies in the zero energy
reactor DIMPLE. These studies have confirmed the calcula-
tional routes envolved during previous work with zero
energy fuels and have provided a wide range of reactor
Physics data for safety and operational purposes. Detailed
conclusions from the mock-up studies are as follows.

The positions of the neutron source and additional in-core
lux monitors proposed for the first approach to critical in
the prototype were shown in DIMPLE to lead to satisfactory
approach curves; this performance was subsequently
verified in the prototype.

The use of METHUSELAH ji library data in a METnusELAH-
AiMAZ scheme of calculation leads to an overestimate of the
reactivity of cold, bare SOHWR cores by (0-5 ± 0-1)%.. The
addition of a D20 radial reflector increases this overestimate
typically by 0-5/.

The reactivity effect of adding boron to the moderator of a
cold core is well predicted, a total reactivity change of
- 6-3% being overestimated by only 0-2/. As the moderator
temperature is increased to the operational value of about
80'C this small discrepancy is reduced.

The kerrtmei,. from a METHUSELAH-AIMAZ calculation with
measured bucklings is unaffected by uniform variations in
coolant density in the range 1-00-0-58 g/cm3 to within the
experimental uncertainty of ± 0-14%. A more accurate con-
firmation of the predicted void coefficient is obtained from
the change of moderator height with coolant density varia-
tion combined with a measurement of the rate of change of
reactivity with moderator height. The latter results show that
AIMAZ predicts the void coefficient correctly to within
±0-002.

The measurements in the DIMPLE mock-up in the range
20-601C have confirmed the previous conclusion from the
JuNo loop that the magnitude of the negative coolant tem-
perature coefficients in prototype geometry SOHWR lattices
are significantly overestimated by mETIHUSELAU-AIMAZ cal-
culations, e.g. by (4-0 ± 0-7) mNile/ 0C between 20 and 60'C.
In the hot loop, measurements could be made up to the full
operating coolant temperature of 280'C and the results
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implied that AIMAZ would overestimate the total coolant tem-
perature defect by about 0.5o/5 in reactivity. Since mAzA
overestimates the reactivity of the cold clean core by 0-5 to
I -0%, it was anticipated that agreement between theory and
experiment would improve as the coolant temperature rises.
Experience in operating the prototype has confirmed this
prediction.

The addition of 5 ppm of 10B is enough to make the mod-
erator temperature coefficient positive. The coolant tem-
perature coefficient becomes more negative presumably
because of the reduction in the proportion of neutrons cap-
tured thermally in the coolant and the reduced fine structure.
The addition of up to 7ppm of 1011 to the moderator re-
duces the discrepancy between measured and predicted tem-
perature coefficients from 4 mNile/0 C to about 1 mNile/C.

Copper flux measuring wires can be inserted down the
central sparge tube of each prototype chanhel to measure
axial and radial flux distributions. Calibration values, known
as dip factors, are required to interpret these measurements
in terms of power distributions and these factors have been
measured in a wide range of situations in DIMPLE. It has
been shown that for channels well removed from the core-
reflector interface, METHUSELAH calculations assuming an
infinite array of similar channels provide a reliable method
of predicting dip factors, e.g. as the coolant density in a
particular channel is changed so that it varies by 0-42 g/cm3

from the surrounding channels, the dip factors change by
15-20/ but are predicted to within about 2%. However,
near the radial reflector, where there is a much larger flow of
neutrons between channels, the dip factor is no longer a
property of the individual channe. but is affected also by its
environment, and METHusELAH dip factor predictions are in

error by up to 5%. Subsequent to the conclusion of the work
reported in this Paper, Allen2l has shown that in cases where
greater accuracy is required, suitable position dependent dip
factors can be calculated by a 'buckling recycle' technique,
i.e. two group flux ratios from the standard AIMAZ core cal-
culation are used to provide different fast and thermal input
bucklings for. the cell calculation using the diffusion theory
code QUAVER.22 Further development of the QuAvER code to

provide dipole fluxes for use in the heterogeneous code
PREsTO2 1 have since been shown to provide an adequate

method for predicting cross channel flux gradients in peri-
pheral channels.

Period measurements of boron shutdown tube flooding
effects on reactivity were made in one of the multi-zone cores
(SG17) studied previously.4 These measurements showed a
consistent tendency for a METHUSELAH Ii-OprHRUS calcula-

tion to underestimate the worth of single tubes or groups of
tubes by 5-8%.. However, check measurements in the
DIMPLE mock-up based on similar kinetic determinations of
the rate of change of reactivity with moderator height gave
values in better agreement with calculation. An examination
of 13 pairs of calculated and measured mock-up moderator
height coefficients by George"' has subsequently shown that
the calculated values are consistently higher by an average
of (8-2 ± 0-7)% whereas in core SG17 the height coefficient
was slightly underestimated. Thus in both cores the reduc-
tion in axial buckling required to compensate for the re-
activity worth of the liquid shutdown tube was underesti-
mated by 5-10%. It is concluded that MEnHUSELAH-ORTHRUS

is likely to underestimate the static reactivity worth of a
liquid shutdown tube in an SGHWR type reactor by up to
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10%. The reason for the difference in prediction of heigh RI
coefficient between the two cores is not currently understood

Measurements in various clean, mock-up cores have coo
firmed the conclusions from previous studies' that ztMnLu* .2
SELAIH-AIMAZ calculations predict relative channel powers in
unperturbed cores with typical prototype fuel arrangemene 3
with a standard deviation of about ± 2% rising to ± 3% for
cores containing significant quantities of plutonium. The
figure of ± 2% for a clean, .UO2 fuelled core is not affected i4

by the addition of up to 5 ppm of 10B to the bulk Da !

moderator. I5.
The effect of emptying groups of moderator displacement

tubes is to decrease local reactivity and hence to reduce the
power in the vicinity of the empty tubes. Measurements ill .
DIMPLE have shown that emptying a central group of 21
tubes reduces the power in the centre of the core by some
13% but does not significantly affect the accuracy of pre.
dicted channel powers. However, emptying a group of a 1.
peripheral tubes induced a thermal flux tilt of 25% across 1.
the core and this was poorly predicted, individual channel
powers being in error by 5-10% in the direction of under.
estimating the tilt effect. This conclusion conflicts with the
evidence from previous work' in which a 70% cross core S.
flux tilt was overestimated by about 40%. Large tilts of this
kind would be eliminated by the fuel management scheme
or by an appropriate power shaping system in an operating
power reactor, but the above evidence suggests that further
investigation of methods of predicting cross core tilts is re-
quired in cases where such tilts may arise under accident or
special operational conditions.

The introduction of single or groups of special experi-
mental channels typical of those scheduled for use in the -

somwR prototype leads to channel power predictions with a
standard deviation of 4-6%. This. s about a factor of Iwo
higher than the standard deviation for clean core predictions.
For the special case of a larger core with a significant cross
core tilt the DIMPLE results show that MaMUSELA}{-AIMAZ

calculations may overestimate or underestimate the tilt and
suggest that further development of the methods is required. $

Measurements in the prototype have shown that the axial
buckling varies with core radius and it has been shown' that @

this phenomenon can be explained by three-dimensional
calculations. Check calculations using similar methods for A
typical mock-up core in DIMPLE have shown that three-
dimensional effects change the predicted channel powers by
only about 1 and do not therefore materially affect the
above conclusions based on two-dimensional AIMAZ
calculations.
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